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INTRODUCTION
The junior high, school was originally founded to meet the
need of education on an intermediate level between elementary
school and high school. Since the purpose of the Junior high
school is to provide a program of transition between the child-
centered elementary school and the subject-centered high school,
there has been considerable concern over the type of curriculum
which will serve best the junior high schools purpose. Educa-
tors, as a group responsible for the formal education of Ameri-
ca's youth, have directed their efforts toward determining which
type of curriculum can serve best the purposes of the junior
high school since there are many problems of early adolescence
with which neither the elementary school nor the senior high
school can cope adequately.
Within recent years a considerable amoujit of discussion has
been devoted to a type of curriculum organization known as the
core-curriculum which, in the opinion of curriculum authorities
such as Alberty, Faunce, and Bossing, will serve best in provid-
ing a desirable program of transition for junior high school
students. It was with this view in mind that attention in this
study was centered upon the core curriculum in the junior high
school.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this report was to analyze selected articles
dealing with the core program in the junior high school with
regard to the following areas: (1) development and general
characteristics; (2) status and trends; (3) core practices;
{l\.) education for core teaching; and (5) evaluation of the core
program.
Methods of the Study
To begin this study, a bibliography concerned with core
programs, published by the U. S. Office of Education, was em-
ployed to identify the pertinent literature contained in the
Kansas State University library. A review of this literature
revealed that a large number of articles and reports on the core
program have been written. With few exceptions, the available
articles selected for analysis were recent publications dating
between the years 195^ to 1960.
DEVELOPIffiNT AND GENERAL GHARACITERISTICS
In order to achieve a sound program of general education to
meet the needs of students at the Junior high school level,
school personnel have made a series of changes in moving away
from the "required" subjects idea to the core, Harold Alberty
presents the steps in the evolution:
(1) Required subject-matter fields of knowledge
comprised the core, taught in regular course sequence
("constant" subjects),
(2) The regular subject-matter fields, some of
which have close relationships to others and are
^Grace S, V^right, The Core Program: One Hundred Selected
References , IQ56-I960 , pp. 1-16.
consciously'" correlated (correlation in teaching),
(3) A core from the required subject-matter fields
organized around units of v/ork, larger problems, or
central themes (correlation in teaching).
(Ij.) A core around fusion or unifying of fields of
knowledge that are closely interrelated (teaching by
fusion with one subject area, e.g. the Social Studies,
as the unifying center),
(5) A core around "broad-fields" of knowledge or
preplanned problem areas ("broad-fields" approach to
teaching centered around learning experiences in terms
of life problems and needs of students),
(6) Eroad teaching units around centers of inter-
est, planned by the teacher and pupils cooperatively
in terms of the needs of the group ("core" work) ,^
The effort to maintain the separateness of one subject from
another but at the same time to show some interrelationship
between certain subjects can be seen in the first cautious
p
attempts to modify the rigid subject-centered curriculum. In
the first attempts at correlation in teaching, a history teacher
whose class was studying New England colonization might arrange
with the literature teacher ivho had in her class many of the
pupils in the history class to study literary accounts of life
in this pioneer period e A difficulty encountered in the corre-
lated curriculum was that of obtaining the necessary cooperation
between subject-matter specialists in planning and working to-
gether. In addition the problem of breaking down rigid subject-
matter lines was quite apparent.
%arold Alberty, 52nd Yearbook of the National Society for
the Study of _^ducation, pp, II8-I4.O,
^Roland C, Faunce and Nelson L, Bossing, Developing the
Core Curriculum ^ p, 43,
The next step in the evolution of the core consisted of
unit teaching which utilized the required subject-matter fields
to organize work on problems or central themes. This approach
led to a radically different organization and use of subject
matter. Subject matter became a means to the solution of a
problem rather than an end in itself
•
It is not surprising the unit-teaching approach led to the
next step in the evolution of the core, namely; fusion. Fusion
was "an attempt to merge two or three subjects into one"^ and
the use of problems became the fusing agent. Gwynn points out
that there are two additional requirements essential for real
fusion: (1) the course must involve a double period; and (2)
the same group of students must meet with the same teacher for
that period.^
The relationship of the fused curriculum to the core is
noted by Gwynn:
...attempts at fused curricula have usually been
centered on subject matter, not on the experiences of
children. . .Vii hen actually centered around pupil experi-
ences, the fused naturally evolves into the core curric-
ulum on the secondary level...
4
The "broad-fields" approach to teaching is generally con-
sidered an expanded form of the fusion idea.^ However, rather
^Ibid.
, p. 37.
^Ibid.
. p. 1].3.
^J. Minor Gwynn, Curriculum Principles and Social Trends ,
p. i^lO.
^Loc . cit.
^Faunce and Bossing, op. cit. , p. I4J4..
than bringing together the content of two or more subjects into
one unified course, the "broad-fields" approach rocombined many
courses into one broad course.
The Curriculum Committee of the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary Schools made one of the earliest
attempts to develop a broad-fields curriculum pattern. Pour
areas into which the usual subjects of the curriculum could be
organized were suggested by this committee, including:
(1) health and physical fitness
(2) leisure time
(3) vocational activities
{l\.) social relationships^
A more typical pattern to the broad-fields approach has
been:
(1) language arts
(2) social studies
(3) science and math
(I4.) health and physical education
o
(5) fine arts and music
The "unified studies" course is another type of the broad-
fields approach which has paved the way for the core curriculum
in many secondary schools. Three characteristics of the unified
studies program merit attention: (1) broad subject areas fused
together are utilized in an integrated approach to learning;
^Ibid., p, I|.5.
^Faunce and B)Ossing, Loc, cit«
6(2) a block of time is set aside; and (3) teachers employed are
trained in these areas or a committee of subject specialists
work in close cooperation.
Although seemingly quite similar in their approach, accord-
ing tc Alberty, two significant differences can be noted betv/een
the broad-fields concept and the core concept,^ Whereas the
former is composed of learning experiences in terms of life
problems and needs of students; the latter is composed of units
centered around the interests and needs of the particular group.
Secondly, the activities of a "core" class are those which have
been planned cooperatively by teacher and students; in the
"broad-fields" class, work is preplanned by the teacher.
While curricula based on correlation, fusion, and broad-
field approaches have served as significant steps in the evolv-
ing core, at the same time these terms have served to bring
about much confusion as to the meaning of core.
"Unified studies", "multiple periods", "block of time",
"fused course", "correlated course", are regarded in many in-
stances as synonyms of core. Faunce and Bossing point out four
reasons for the confusion of these terms with "true-core".
(1) Such deviations from the older single-subject
curriculum pattern usually involve a double class period
and employ a single teacher; hence a superficial identi-
fication of such courses with core.
Loc, cit.
Harold Alberty, "A Sound Core Program—V/hat It Is and What
It Isn't," National Education Association Journal, January 1956,
(2) The failure to understand fundamental differ-
ences in the conception of learning differentiating the
subject curriculurn from the core curriculum, e.g. the
former relied upon the coraraitraent to memory of large
blocks of information; the latter is based upon the
theory that "learning consists of essentially the modifi-
cation of the behavior patterns of the learner which
results from his learning experiences".
(3) The term "core" has undergone a change of
meaning; at one time "core" designated those courses
"required" for graduation and such a definition has been
carried over to the modern day.
([|.) The long transition period needed to make a
complete changeover from the subject curriculum to the
core curriculum may induce some administrators to term
curricula "core" although courses thus described are
essentially intermediate states in the transition.-^
First used on a broad scale in the early thirties, the term
"core" is at best a difficult word to define. The Tentative
Course of Study for the Core Curriculum of Virginia Secondary
Schools prepared by the Virginia State Board of Education in
193^ designated core as "an integrated program of education
based upon the social functions procedure in curriculum develop-
ment".^
As used in the 8-Year Study, the term "core" described
courses based upon common needs or problems of adolescents, as
well as correlated or fused courses.-^
Writers on the educational scene today vary considerably as
to what specific criteria determines v/hether or not a curriculum
offering may be considered a part of the core concept. V/right
^Paunce and bossing, op . cit. , pp. 63-67 •
%arold Alberty, "Gore Programs", Bncylopedia of Hducational
Research
, p. 338.
3lbid., p. 339.
8makes a distinction between the "true-core" and "core-type"
offerings
•
According to 'Aright, ciirriculum offerings meeting the cri-
teria for true-core have the following characteristics;
(1) Subjects are brought in only as needed.
(2) Work consists of a number of broad preplanned
problems usually related to a central theme,
(3) Problems are based on predetermined areas of
pupil needs, both immediate felt needs and needs as
society sees them.
(ii.) Members of the class may or may not select
problems upon which they wish to work.l
Wright differentiates betv/een the core-type and true-core
offerings in two ways. First, each subject may retain its own
identity in the core-type offering. In this instance, subjects
combined in the core may be correlated but are not fused.
Secondly, subject lines may be broken down and still not meet
the criteria cited above to warrant classification as a true-
p
core offering.
The two major requirements common to the modern concept of
core in Alberty's opinion are: (1) providing experiences needed
by all youth; and (2) providing experiences that cut across sub-
'sject lines .-^ In addition, Alberty offers the following as prin-
cipal characteristics of an effective core program based on
^Grace S, Wright, Block-Tim-e Glasses and the Core Program
in the Junior High School , U, S. Office of Education Bulletin
1958, No, 5, p. ix.
%.jOC . cit.
^Harold Alberty. op, cit,
.
National Education Association
Journal, January 195^,"113:20,
adolescent needs:
(1) The core deals with the area of ssj^^ral educa-
tion and hence is directed primarily toward the develop-
ment of the common values, understandings, and skills
needed for effective democratic citizenship.
(2) Since it provides for general education, it is
required of all students at any given level.
(3) It utilizes a block of time sufficiently large
to deal v/ith a broad, comprehensive unit of work, with
homeroom and guidance activities, and v/ith individualized
instruction.
(Ij.) It is based upon the common problems, needs,
and interests of youth as ascertained by the teaching
staff and the core teacher in cooperation with his stu-
dents. It draws freely upon all pertinent resources,
including logically organized subjects or fields of
knowledge
.
(5) It has a clearly defined but flexible scope
and sequence based on preplanned problem areas derived
from the major values of democratic living and the com-
mon problems, needs, and interests of students.
(6) Instruction is based upon learning units de-
rived principally from the established problem areas
which are planned, carried forward, and evaluated by
the teacher and the students.
(7) It is supported and reinforced by a rich
offering of special interest activities—both formal
and informal—designed to meet the particular needs of
students and to develop their unique capacities, inter-
ests, and talents.-^
Since it is the consensus of most educators that general
education is a major function of the junior high school, the
core concept holds a unique position in the junior high school
curriculum for as it can be noted, Faunce, Bossing, Wright, and
Alberty are all in agreement that the core is composed of type-
problem-learning experiences to which all pupils should be
Loc • cit.
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exposed: hence, the core is a method for achieving general
education.
STATUS AND TRENDS
Several status studies have been made to determine the ex-
tent of the introduction of the core idea into school practice.
In this regard, Wright, in 1958, completed a study concerned
with the status of block-time courses in the junior high
school*^ Earlier studies by V/right treating core program in
general, rather than being related specifically to the junior
high school core program, were completed in 19^9 ^^^ i^ 19^2 .-^
Whereas major attention in this section was given to the
1958 study, certain findings of the two earlier studies v/ere
presented which were significant in regard to the status of
block-time programs in the junior high school.
The 19^9 study by Wright employed a questionnaire to deter-
mine offerings and enrollments in high school subjects of 13,8l6
public high schools, A review of this 19^4-9 study revealed that
in the questionnaire, only one item was included seeking infor-
mation about core-type courses, i.e. name of course; area of
•'•Grace S, lljright, Block-Time Class and the Core Prof;ram In
the Junior High School , U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1958,
No, 6,
^Grace S. ^.".'right. Core Curriculum in Public High Schools;
An Inquiry Into Practices. 19k9 » U* S. Office of Education
Bulletin 19'^07~ITo. 5.
3Grace S, Wright, Core Curriculum Development; Problems
and Practices
. U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1952, No, 5.
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learning of core subjoctfs or subject matter areas included, if
fixed; grades offered; periods per week; and enrollment.
Courses to be reported as core were those which "iavolve
the coLibination of tv;o or more class periods from subjects that
would ordinarily be taught separately."-"-
Prom this study, uright concluded that the core curriculum
"is not commonly found in Americans secondary schools." Pro-
jecting her findings on a nation-wide basis, she concluded an
estimated 833 schools, or 3.5 percent, out of approximately
2l4.,000 schools had adopted the core curriculum. With the find-
ing that 86 percent of the core programs were in the tliree
junior high school grades, she concluded that the core is "typi-
cally a junior high school development."-^ However, it should be
noted only 9»7 percent of all junior high schools had block-time
classes. Other findings of this study include the follo\7ing:
(1) Although usually known as core, core courses
were variously referred to as "'cominon learnings
",
"general education", "unified studies", "integrated
programs", "social living", "basic living", and "prob-
lems of living".
(2) The 5i^5 schools reporting listed 1,119 differ-
ent cores. riirGe-roupthG oj? tiiese cores Gnrollod all
the pupils in the grades in which they reported, one-
fourth wei'o offerect to but one or two classes in an
exoerimental or trial basis, or in some schools, to
clasfjes of slow Icarnors.
(3) The typical junior high school or undivided
^V/right, op. cit. . U. P. Office of L^ducation Bulletin 1950,
Ho. 5, p. 3.
^Ibid.
. p. 26.
^V. right, loc . cit.
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school did not offer a core in more than one or two of
the three grades,
(I4.) More than nine-tenths, or 1,028 of the core
reported, displaced English and social studies. Of
these 215 incorporated one or more other subjects.
Only 81, or 8,1 percent, did not include a combination
of English and social studies in their content.
(5) The typical core class met 10 periods per
week, 67.8 percent of those reported being in this
category. Second most frequently found v;as the l5-
period cores, accounting for 16,14. percent of the total
number, llearly half of the cores meeting for more
than 10 periods a week v/ere reported as two-subject
combinations ,1
The purpose of the 1952 study by the U, S, Office of Educa-
tion was to discover to what extent several of the commonly dis-
cussed characteristics of the core actually are found in
practice.
To obtain this information, questionnaires were sent to the
5i|-5 schools which had previously responded to the questionnaire
used in the 19^1-9 study of core offerings and to other schools
which core programs came to Wright's attention following the
I9I1.9 study. Data for the 1952 study therefore were obtained
from 398 of the SkS schools studied in I9I1-9 and an additional
121 schools, totaling 5l9 schools. It may be of interest to
note that of the li;.? schools in the 191^-9 study which did not
provide useful questionnaire data, 7l\. said they had no core pro-
gram and 73 failed to reply.
Since the 398 usable questionnaires returned from the orig-
inal schools studied in 19i^-9 comprised slightly more than 76
Iwright, op. cit, , U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1950,
No. 5, PP."^ 2-15;
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percent of the total number of replies included in this later
study, no attempt has been made in a correlation of the two
studies' findings with the exception of a comparison of the per-
centage of core programs found in the junior high school grades.
In an attempt to determine the actual practices of schools
in regard to the commonly discussed characteristics, Wright
divided the core into four t^-pes:
Type A--each subject retains its identity in the
core; subjects are combined, but not fused.
Type B—subject lines are broken dovm, that is,
subjects are fused into a unified 'vhole around a central
theme
•
Tjrpe C—subjects are brought in only as needed.
The core consists of a number of broad preplanned prob-
lems usually related to a central theme and are based
on predetermined areas of pupil needs.
Type D—subjects are brought in only as needed as
in Type C, However, no predetermined problem areas are
studied, rather the pupils and teacher are free to se-
lect problems upon which they wish to v/ork.^
In the questionnaire, principals were asked to check each
type if more than one type of core v/as used. A double check was
to be placed beside the one which represented the most cominon
practice.
Wright, in analyzing the data obtained from the question-
naires, subdivided the responses for each type into three cate-
gories, according to whether that type was used: (1) exclu-
sively; (2) in some classes; or (3) in most classes. The
findings according to types for the 519 schools reporting were
^Wright, 0jD_. cit. > U. S, Office of Education Bulletin 1952,
No. 5, p. 12.
lt^
as follows:
Type A Type B Type C Type D
Exclusively 31,6 l5«6 11 .Ij. 2.7
In some classes 13,1 20.0 17.7 9.1
In most classes 8.Q 7.3 8.7 1,7
Total percent ^^..6 i|.2.9 37.8 13.5
Categorizing types A and B as "core-t3rpe", but not "true-core",
Vi/rlght found 9^ '5 percent of ttie returns received, or a total of
500 of tlie 519 schools studied, utilizing either type a or B
cores in one or more classes. A total of 222 schools, or J4.2.8
percent of the returns received, reported C or l> type-cores in
one or more classes. The latter two types, C and D, Wright
classified as "true-core".
The study also attempted to discover whether or not schools
planned to change from the type of core then being used to
another type. In this regard Wright found that when a change
v;as indicated, it was in the direction of progress toward a more
advanced type of core. For example, 77 schools reported they
planned changes. Of these 77 planning changes, 26 having type A
cores only were planning to change to type B; 3*^ then having
predominantly type A or B, planned to change to type C, and ll\.
schools hoped to develop their programs to become type D,
Counting as one each grade in each school in which the core
program was found, the 519 schools reported a total of l,2l5
grades using the core curriculum. In the three years comraonly
^Ibid.
, p. 8,
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found in the junior high school, i.e. seventh, eighth, and ninth
grades, the number of grade levels utilizing the core curriculum
totaled l,02ii. or Ql\.*2 percent of the total grade levels.
According to junior high grade levels, V/right found l\.01 of the
519 schools had core programs in grade seven, 355 in grade
eight, and 268 schools having core programs In grade nine.
The 1952 study showed a lower percentage of core programs
in the three junior high school grades than was found in the
19i|-9 study, the percentages being 8ij.,2 and 86 respectively. It
still could be maintained that the core in 1952 was typically a
junior high school development.
Recognizing that core programs were found more frequently
in the junior than in senior hi;-:^h school grades, the U. S,
Office of Education conducted a study in 1958 in an attempt to
determine the status of block-time classes and the core program
in the junior high school.
Schools included in the study were selected by a 25 percent
random sample stratified by state and were limited to only the
separately organized junior high schools and the junior high
school grades which are a part of a 6-year secondary school,
either divided or undivided between junior and senior high
school.
A total of 3»013 questionnaires v/ere mailed with 2,5l7 re-
turns received. This study employed the two teiTms "block-time"
and "core" v/hich represented a deviation from the two earlier
studies in which only the terra "core" had been used. Neverthe-
less the 1958 study used virtually the same type of definition
l6
as in previous studies, i.e.:
Block-time (including core and core-type) classes
are those meeting for a block of time of two or more
class periods, and combining or replacing two or more
subjects that are required of all pupils and would
ordinarily be taught separately ol
Table 1, iJumber and percent of junior and junior-senior high
schools reporting block-time classes #2
Type of school
Number of
schools
returning
que s ti onnaire s
Schools reporting
block-time classes
Number Percent
Junior
Junior-senior
Total
1,570
2,517
297
190
kQ7
31 .Il-
ls.
1
19.3
It may be seen in Table 1 that V/right found block-time
classes as defined in the study were scheduled in 19*3 percent
of junior and junior-senior high schools. The table also shows
that separately organized junior high schools accounted for 31 .Ij^
percent of the schools reporting block-time courses, and junior-
senior high schools reported 12.1 percent.
I'.hereas the study conducted by the U. S. Office of Educa-
tion in I9I19 found 9.7 percent of all junior and junior-senior
high schools having block-time classes, a sizable increase in
the number of such classes is reflected in the 1958 study.
^
^Wright, op_. ciU, U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1958,
No. 6, p. ix.
^Ibid., p. 2.
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Figure 1 contains a conparison of the percentages of junior and
jiinior-senior high, schools having block-tirae classes found in
these two studies.
20
Percent
I|.o 6o 80 100
1 1 1
1
1 '
W////. Junior high schools
'////. 191+9-50m Junior-senior high schools
1956-57
schoolsVA Junior and junior-senior high
,
Figure 1» Percentage of junior and junior-senior high schools i
having block-time classes.
^
,
Wright's study further revealed that block-tirae classes
were more frequently found in large schools than in small
schools as shown in Table 2»
"Ibid., p. 3.
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Table 2. Number and percent of schools having block-time
classes, by size of enrollment in grades 7"9.''-
Enrollment
•
t
t
Schools reporting
block-time classes
Number •• Percent
ALL SCHOOLS
Less than 200
2OO-I4.99
500-999
1,000 and over
1+87
83
131
165
203
19.3
7.0
18.5
1}.0.0
50.3
In addition, block-time classes were found more often in
grade seven and least often in grade nine. In the seventh
grade, 9!^ percent of the I4-87 schools reported block-time
classes; in the eighth grade, 72 percent; and in the ninth
grade, 26 percent.
Table 3* Number and percent of all pupils enrolled in block-
time classes in schools reporting these data by
grade.
2
Grades
Schools
reporting
Number of
pupils in
grade
Pupils enrolled in
block-time classes
Number Percent
7
8
9 351
96,221
97,663
78,221
88,351+
65,070
2l+,523
91.8
66.6
31.1+
^Ibid., p. 6.
•Ibid.
^ p. 7.
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In Table 3, the number and percent of pupils enrolled in
block-time classes in schools reporting that data by grade is
shown. It can be seen from Table 3 that while a little over
nine-tenths of the pupils are enrolled in block-time classes in
the seventh grade, only tv/o-thirds are enrolled in such classes
in the eighth grade, and only one-third in the ninth grade.
Since nearly one-fifth of the I4-87 schools reporting block-time
classes failed to supply enrollment data, it was impossible to
determine the percentage of all pupils enrolled in such a pro-
gram.
Inasmuch as the definition of block-time classes in the
1958 study stipulated such classes combine or replace two or
more subjects "required of all students", it might be expected
that all students in a grade having block-time classes would be
enrolled in them, Hov/ever, a review of the data shows the fol-
lowing variations:
Percent of
Extent of enrollment I|.87 schools
All or nearly all pupils in the grades
in which block-time classes are used ........ 8?
About one-half of such pupils 5
Less than one-fourth of such pupils; the
program is experimental .,, 5
Proportion varies by grade, that is all
pupils might be enrolled in grade 7* half in
grade 8, and only a class or two in grade 9"^ • • • • 3
While it was evident from the 1958 study that block-time
practices v;ere increasing, it v/as also apparent that some
bright. Ice, cit.
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schools, previously employin£ block-time coiirses, had discon-
tinued the practice. Thus an attempt was made in this study to
ascertain reasons for schools abandoning block-time courses. In
this regard, one item in the questionnaire v/as directed to prin-
cipals reporting no block-time program in operation. Principals
in this category were asked whether or not such a block-time
program had ever been used in their schools. Those principals
answering in the affirmative were asked tc list the reasons for
abandoning the program. Prom this data it was found that 13O
schools in the sample of 2,5l7 had utilized some type of block-
time program at one time but had discontinued it. Of these 130
schools, principals in 52 schools stated they were unable to se-
cure teachers adequately prepared; 20 listed problems of sched-
uling; 20 reported the program was disliked by parents, pupils,
and/or teachers; ll|. felt they failed to get desired results from
the program; 1I4. reported limitations of space and equipment; 3
stated not sufficient emphasis on subjects; and 7 failed to re-
spond,
V/hile the 1958 study showed progress in curriculum and gen-
eral education development as evidenced by the increasing growth
of block-time courses, it v/as still of great significance to
discover what changes were taking place instructionally and cur-
riculum-wise in block-time classes. In this regard, the 1958
study, as in the 1952 study, attempted to discover actual
-^Wright, op. cit, , U. S. Office of Education Bulletin 1958,
No, 6, pp. 7-0,
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practices of schools in regard to the commonly discussed charac-
teristics of the core program, Wright again divided the core
into four types, i.e. A, B, C, and D, The descriptions of these
four types of core in the 1958 study are the same as those em-
ployed in the 19^2 study. This data revealed the following per-
centages according to t3rpes for the Ii-S? schools reporting
block-time classes:
Type A - 68 percent or 328 schools
Type B - 20 percent or 98 schools
Type C - 6 percent or 30 schools
Type D - 6 percent or 3I schools
Projecting these findings on a nation-wide basis, Wright
concluded:
(1) An estimated total of l,56o junior and junior-
senior high schools may be said to have block-time
classes fitting the definition for Type A,
(2) Approximately [|.6o junior and junior-senior high
schools have Type B programs as the most common practice
in their schools,
(3) Type C and D programs, or the "true-core", may
be found in an estimated 280 junior and junior-senior
high schools,
2
The 1958 study further showed that 60 schools planned to
change from one type of core to another type. Of the 60 schools
planning changes, 55 then having Type A planned to change to B,
G, or D^ 5 having Type B planned to move to Type G or D; and no
changes were planned in those schools reporting Type G or D
programs
•
^Ibid,
, pp. 10-15.
%right, loc . cit.
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Table I|., Subjects combined in block-time classes in grades 7#
8, and 9 in l\.Q7 schools in this study.
1
Subjects combined
Schools with block-time classes
Grades
7:8:9
All Grades
Number : Percent
All subject combinations
English and social studies
English, social studies, and
—
Science
Mathematics
Science and mathematics
Science and mathematics
Social studies and mathematics
English and mathematics
Social studies and science
English and science
Other groupings
313 265 102
35 15 1
31 11 2
30 18 mm
ko 28 6
6 3 -
5 2 1
8 3 3
I
680
71^
1^
11
15
72.0
^.3
5.1
7.8
1.0
•2
1.5
1.2
1.5
Table 4 shows subjects combined in block-time classes in
grades seven, eight, and nine for the I4.87 schools in the 1958
study. It may be seen from Table l\. that English and social stu-
dies is the most frequently found combination of subjects. The
English-social studies combination accounts for 72 percent of
the courses. General science, mathematics, or both, combined
v/ith English and social studies comprise an additional li|. per-
cent of the courses.
From data relating to the length of the block-time classes,
Wright found the typical block-time course meets for the same
number of periods as the classes it replaces. Inasmuch as the
^Ibid., p. 21.
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typical block-time class replaces two subjects, it meets for ten
periods a week. However, classes combining only Jblnglish and
social studies were reported to meet for fifteen periods weekly
in l5 percent of the schools.
At the national level, the three studies made by 'A'right of
the U, S. Office of Education comprise the most comprehensive
studies of block-time classes and core curriculum. At the state
level, there have been two recent studies of block-time prac-
tices covering secondary schools v/ithin Alabama and Minnesota
which provide a basis of comparison with the national studies
conducted by Vi/right.
Following Wright's 195^-57 nation-wide sampling study,
Holloway, in 1957, completed a more extensive and thorough
study**- of Alabama's secondary school practices with regard to
the scope, trends, and problems of core curriculum work in
Alabama.
Holloway employed a questionnaire similar to Wright's In
making the study. The same definition of block-time classes as
used by Vright for her 195^-57 study was employed by Hollovmy.
In addition he used the same criteria as I'/right in differentiat-
ing the various type block-time classes into four categories,
i.e. A, B, C, D. In the Alabama study, Holloway included all
junior, junior-senior, and four-year high schools listed in the
educational directory of Alabaraia that were not included in
^Otto Holloway, "Scope, Trends, and Problems of Core Cur-
riculum Work in Alabama," Educational Administration and Super-
vision
.
May 1959 » 45:153-1^jU
2k
Wright's sampling study.
From a 69 percent questionnaire return, Holloway found that
39» or lI|-«9 percent, of all schools reporting used block-time
classes. Block-time classes were used in 13 .if percent of com-
bined junior-senior high schools and in 8.3 percent of separate
senior high schools,
A comparison of the Wright and iiollov/ay studies revealed
block-time courses using none or some correlation between sub-
jects (Type A) to be respectively: 68 and 69,2 percents; 20
contrasted with 12,8 percent in those classes using fusion
around central themes or problems (Type B); and 12 against 17«8
percent in those using a personal-social problems type content
organization within the class (Types C and D).
In 1957> Bossing and Kaufman made a study of block-time
practices in all Minnesota secondary schools similar to that
made by Holloway in Alabama, From a 97 percent questionnaire
return. Bossing and Kaufman, with regard to the extent of use of
block-time practices, found:
(1) lij-,I|- percent of all schools reported the use
of block-time classes;
(2) 32,9 percent of junior high schools employed
block-time practices;
(3) 11.1 percent of combined junior and junior-
senior high schools utilized the block-time program;
(Ij.) 15 percent of four-year high schools employed
such a program;
(5) 9«3 percent of senior high schools utilized
the block-time approach,
2
^Nelson L. Bossing and John F. Kaufman, "Block-Time or Core
Practices in Minnesota Secondary Schools," Clearing House , May
1958, 32:532-537.
^Ibid,
, p. 532,
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The 1957 Minnesota study also found that I9 out of 60
schools responding used separate subjects with either none or
some correlation between subjects (Type A); 7 said that subjects
were unified around a central theme (Type B); 18 schools indi-
cated their programs combined Types A and B; no school reported
Type C being the only practice it used; 2 schools said units of
work were drawn from the personal and social problems facing
youth (Type D, or "true-core"); and lli schools indicated their
schools used a combination of two of the four types, with Type C
or D mentioned as one of the types in the combination.
The 1957 Minnesota study further showed that 20 principals
out of 58 responding, or 3lj. percent, indicated they planned to
change to Types C and D either individually or in some combina-
tion. Only 9 schools, or 16 percent, stated they planned to use
Type A; and 12 schools, or 21 percent, planned to use Type B.
From this data it may be concluded that there is a definite
trend in Minnesota in the direction of true-core.
Prom the studies made by /.right, Holloway, Bossing and
Kaufman, it is evident there is a definite trend toward in-
creased use of block-time programs and that this increase in use
is most marked at the junior high school level. It is also
clear that there is a slov;, but marked shift away from the sub-
ject-centered curriculum in the direction of the problem-centered
curriculum based upon the personal and social needs of youth.
From these studies, it might be concluded that block-time
llbid., pp. 533-535.
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programs will become the dominant pattern of class organization
in the junior high school of the future.
CORE PRACTICES
As evidenced by the review of the literature relative to
core programs throughout the United States a variety of
approaches to implementing such a program exists, lience, it
seems appropriate that a number of the core practices reviewed
in this study be presented and discussed in some detail,
Plymouth, Michigan, Community Junior High School
Superintendent R. L. Isbister of the Plymouth, Michigan,
Community Junior High School explains the block-time approach to
teaching in his school which had designed a school building to
facilitate such a program as follows:
Plymouth Community Junior High School was planned
to meet the needs of students of this teenage group in
their transition from the single teacher classroom of the
elementary school to the diversity of teachers and class-
rooms of the senior high school. The usual classroom
block has been broken up checkerboard fashion into "vil-
lages" so that to all purposes and intents students are
housed in tv/o room schools v/ithin a school,^
In this particular school, a pair of classrooms, separated
by a common conference room and an enclosed court, comprise the
"villages" or teaching units. One teacher has charge of each
classroom, but the two teachers in each teaching unit work as a
team.
'•"Checkerboard Classrooms House Common Learning Program,"
Nation^s Schools , December 1958, 6:5l|«
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The block-time or "common learning" classes comprise four*
sevenths of the total time students spend in school each day.
In the common learning classes, the same students are taught by-
two teachers working as a team in the teaching unit. Hence,
after spending two l|8-minute periods devoted to social studies
and language arts taught by one teacher, the same students pass
to the second room in the unit and the second teacher is in
charge of two 14.8-minute periods given to science and mathematics
instruction. It should be noted that while in some instances
the students may devote four consecutive periods to common
learnings, in other instances students may attend specialized
classes in the interim of the meetings of common learnings
classes, i'or example, a student may spend the first two periods
of the school day in a social studies-language arts block-class;
spend the third period in art, home economics, music, or indus-
trial arts; and then spend the fourth and fifth periods in a
science-mathematics block.
It is interesting to note that the comm-on learnings teach-
ers in the Plymouth Community Junior High not only have a class
of students for 96 minutes daily, but the second team member of
the pair also has the same students for 96 minutes. Two advan-
tages seemingly accrue from such a program, namely: (1) teach-
ers have the opportunity to know their students more intimately;
and (2) since the team members teach the same students, an op-
portunity is provided for those teachers comprising a team, to
compare notes on the same student problem.
Although the block-time program at Plymouth Community
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Junior High could not be considered true-core, the program
attempts to provide the setting for developing a better correla-
tion of common subject areas. Subjects within the two-period
block are taught separately, i.e. one hour devoted to English;
the second hour devoted to social studies. The subjects arc not
fused around central themes or problems.
Two factors are evident in the school utilizing both the
block-time approach to teaching and a building designed specifi-
cally for the program:
(1) An integration of corannon subjects, achieved
by joint planning of teachers, is facilitated by pro-
viding conference room between the classrooms compris-
ing a teaching unit.
(2) Student counseling by classroom teachers is
facilitated when the length of the class period (in
this case, 9^ minutes) is increased sufficiently to
give teachers an opportunity to become acquainted v;ith
their students .1
Shav/nee Mission District Schools
In the Shawnee Mission District Schools, Unified Studies is
2
a required course for all junior high school pupils. The Uni-
fied Study program was designed for the purpose of promoting and
developing a democratic way of life. In this regard, planners,
in setting up the block-time program, presented the following
main objectives:
Ibid., p. 58«
%alph E. Chalender, "A Unified Studies Approach," Educa-
tional Leadership , December i960, I8:l62.
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...To provide opportunity for the learner to have
experience which will help him become sensitive to prob-
lems of common welfare in the family, the school, the
community, and the nation; to teach him to work v/ith
others in the solution of these problems; to develop his
feeling of individual responsibility for common v/elfare;
to help him act in harmony v/ith v/hat he says and be-
lieves; to improve his individual skills; and to broaden
his understanding of the physical and social world.l
In order to achieve these objectives, a three hour block of
time is devoted to social studies, language arts, and science in
the seventh and eighth grades and a two hour block of time is
given to social studies and language arts in the ninth grade.
Resource units, prepared by group of teachers from the ele-
mentary schools and some of the senior high school staff, are
used by the teachers in the Shawnee Mission Junior High Schools.
Each grade level has some resource units required. Those units
required for the seventh grade include the following:
(1
(2
(3
ik
(5
(6
(7
(1
(2
(3
V/e Are the Junior High School
Let's Inprove Our Communication With Others
How Do We Find Our Way About the World?
We Live In Many Coram.unities
Living In Harmony V;ith Myself and Others
What Is Science?
How Do Plants and Animals Grow?
In the eighth grade, required units include:
Looking Ahead
Let's Improve Our Communication With Others
How Did the United States Become a Nation?
'Loc. clt.
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ik
(5
(6
(7
Vu'estward Expansion and the Civil Vv'ar
How Do Vii'e Govern Oiirselves In a Democracy?
How Did the United States Become the Greatest
Producer of Goods In the World?
How Can V/e Conserve Natural Resources?
Required units for grade nine include the following:
(1) Looking Ahead
(2) Let*s Improve Our Communication Vi/ith Others
(3) Careers
[l].) Interdependence In a Shrinking World
(5) The United Nations
(6) One or more of the following areas: Russia,
South America, Africa, Western Europe, India,
China
Teachers in the Shawnee Mission Junior High Schools con-
sider the advantages of the Unified Studies program to be:
(1) Unified Studies activities are more likely
than a separate-subject approach to teach social values
and meanings
•
(2) The Unified program provides more opportioni-
ties for learning through personal experience and
through the use of a wide variety of materials.
(3) The opportunity to work with a variety of ma-
terials in a unit of work makes learning more concrete,
(i^) The Unified program makes available a larger
block of time for carrying out projects involving excur-
sions and other realistic learning activities .1
Weber, Utah, County Junior High Schools
The approach used by the Weber, Utah, County Junior High
'•Chalender, op. cit. , p. 16I4..
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Schools in implementing the core program may be divided into
four general areas: (1) in-service training activities of
teachers; (2) development of resource units; (3) measurement of
pupil responses; and (I4.) teacher reaction and responses.
The in-service training activities of teachers included a
workshop designed to help teachers understand some of the basic
principles and practices of core teaching. In addition this
workshop enabled teachers to become aware of some of the prob-
lems involved in initiating a core program in the junior high
schools.
During the fall quarter, a weekly class, directed by an
education professor from the University of Utah, was utilized to
instruct teachers in the nature of group dynamics. Furthermore,
this class developed an outline and basic framework for the type
of core program to be introduced in the junior high schools of
the district,
A second quarter class v;as devoted to outlining subject
matter areas with the purpose of relating them to the core pro-
gram and to the resource units to be developed.
The development of a pattern for successive resource imits
was accomplished by core teachers working with skillful person-
nel having experience and special training in counseling and
orientation, language arts, and social studies. The specially
trained personnel were particularly helpful in assisting with
1Matthew F, Noall and Lerue ^'^inget, "The Gore Curriculum
Project," Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-
School Principals , January 1959#~^35l9S^
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the development of behavioral goals and objects of the resource
unit, A special tv/o«week suminor workshop ivas also utilized in
completing the nine resource units to be used for the 1958-59
school year.
In an effort to ascertain the problems and needs of the
youth in Weber County, the Mooney Problem Check List was admin-
istered to the students participating in the core program. From
this problem inventory, the following block of five problem
items presented in block form was found to be most prevalent:
(1) afraid of failing in school
(2) trouble v/lth arithmetic
(3) trouble v/ith spelling or grammar
ih.) slow in reading
(5) trouble with vTiting
The second most frequently found source of problems included:
(1) not spending enough time in study
(2) too much school work to do at home
(3) can»t keep my mind on my studies
(Ij.) vjorried about grades
(5) not smart enough^
This inventory revealed that the three most frequently
checked sources of problems dealt with school relationships,
problems of boy-girl relations, and family problems. Such a
study is significant in the core program because such a problem
inventory enables the teacher to identify the problems and needs
of the students and incorporate these problems and needs into
the core program.
The Vveber County schools were interested in obtaining
teacher reactions and responses to the core program in an effort
^Ibid.
. p. 200.
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to facilitate clianges. From interviews and questionnaires, the
Weber Coiinty schools found that teachers felt the theory and
philosophy behind the program v/ere sound; that such a program
enabled them to understand their pupils better; and that they
v/ere becoming more conscious of pupils as individuals v/ith the
result that they were shifting the emphasis from the subject
matter to the student. At the same time, teachers reported that
a need did exist for movable desks to facilitate group work and
there was a need for a greater variety and supply of teaching
materials.
Stev/art Junior High School, University of Utah
The Stewart Junior High School at the University of Utah
inaugurated a new program in 195^+ based upon the hypothesis that
a further integration of the curriculum would offer a better or-
pganization for learning. Prior to the inauguration of the new
program, the school's curriculum was comprised of an English-
social studies core and conventional subject offerings in mathe-
matics, science, industrial arts, music, art, physical education,
home economics, and an activities program.
Recognizing the values of the core program, (development of
common understandings, skills, values for democratic citizenship;
provision for individual differences; guidance opportunities.
^Ibid. , p. 202,
^Earl W. Harmer, "A New Program in Junior High School,"
Educational Leadership
.
May i960, 17:509-511.
%etc.) the Stev/art school staff hoped to achieve a more inte-
grated curriculum which moved beyond the "core plus conventional
subjects" organization. Hence, it seemed that possibilities for
improving the curriculum lay v/ith the special-interest areas.
The proposed program for reorganization of curriculum as
suggested by the Stewart staff in curriculum workshops included
the following:
(1) The core program v/ould remain as it had been
organized, i.e. the various grade levels v/ould remain
intact. There would be a large block of time available
for work. The core would consist of a fusion of Eng-
lish and social studies. The general method would con-
tinue to be unit teaching.
(2) /ill of the special interest areas of the cur-
riculum—art, music, home economics, industrial arts,
clubs--would consist of six and twelve week predetermined
units of work. Students would have a variety of choice
and be able to cross over into other grades; e.g. a unit
of work in art, "Landscapes", might draw students from
the seventh, eighth, and ninth grades.
(3) The science and mathematics programs would con-
sist of predetermined units and students would not ob-
serve grade lines. Algebra was to remain a full year
sequence, primarily for ninth graders; and some science
units, e.g., "Reproduction" v/ould be restricted to ninth
graders.
{li) Units in physical education and health would
be required of all students. Again students could cross
grade lines, but units of work would not be as defi-
nitely predetermined.!
Initially this reorganized program required careful pre-
planning by teachers and time was devoted to preliminary pre-
school scheduling conferences. However, once the problems of
scheduling were ironed out, the "unit-plan with no grade lines"
llbid., p. 509*
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offered a practicable program geared to the needs, problems, and
interests of each student. Opportunities for individualizing
instruction were facilitated by the varied studjr areas and the
elimination of grade lines. The value of such a program is evi-
denced by the fact that pupils made outstanding gains in science
and social studies learnings.
The advantages of an integrated program, as found by the
Stewart Junior High School staff include the follov/lng;
(1) Offers a wide variety of study areas; Increases
the exploratory opportunities for students.
(2) Improves learnings in fundamental knowledge and
skills.
(3) Offers greater opportunities for problem solv-
ing and develops critical thinking.
(i^.) Makes better provision for individual differ-
ences.
(5) Improves guidance services of the school.
(6) Offers increased opportunities for personal
and social development through broad contact with all
junior high school pupils and teachers.
(7) Promotes greater sensitivity and understand-
ings of social conditions and problems.
(8) Promotes greater imderstanding of personal
competencies, characteristics, and potentials.!
EDUCATION FOR CORE TEACHING
Review of the pertinent literature further reveals that
within the past five years few articles pertaining to education
for core teaching have appeared on the educational scene. As
^Ibid.
, p. 511.
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evidenced by the fact that V;right in her 1956-57 study found 52
of 130 schools abandoning block-time programs due to an inabil-
ity to secure adequately prepared teachers, there is a need for
further research in the area of education for core teaching.
Attention in this study will be given to a discussion of
the competencies needed by all effective core teachers and to
the pre-service and in-service education needed to achieve these
competencies as presented by the Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development.
Whether or not a teacher planning to teach core for the
first time is just out of college or has had years of experience,
according to a recent Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development monograph, there are five areas in which the core
teacher must develop competency, including:
(1) Understanding the adolescent and helping meet
his needs.
(2) Using major fields of knowledge as resources
for studying and solving common problems.
(3) Providing leadership in the use of democratic
group processes.
(I4.) Counseling and guidance.
(5) Organizing and utilizing learning materials.
Because the core teacher is generally more interested in
"what the subject does to the learner" than in "what the learner
does to the subject," the core teacher should seek to develop
'Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
Preparation of Core Teachers , 1955* P» 21.
^Ibid.
. p. 23.
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the following abilities with regard to the area of understanding
the adolescent and meeting his needs:
(1) Ability to provide activities and learning
opportunities in which pupils are encouraged to affil-
iate v;ith each other, both for solving mutual problems
and for having fun together,
(2) Ability to make some measure of approval and
success possible for every learner.
(3) Ability to provide pupils with constructive
means of releasing aggressions*
(i|.) Ability to sense developmental levels of ado-
lescents and to gear experiences to these levels,
(5) Ability to begin with the immediate and con-
crete in the learner's present world and to help him
develop from them patterns of generalizations,
(6) Ability to help adolescents identify their
problems and to gear learning to real (individual) pur-
poses,!
In the core class, many processes are utilized in an effort
to make learning more meaningful. Some of these processes in-
clude: speaking, v/riting, listening, discussion, construction
of panels, dramatics, drawing, and singing. Hence, an effective
core teacher must be able to drav/ upon major fields of knowledge
as resources for studying and solving common problems. In order
to do this, the core teacher needs the following competencies:
(1) General knowledge of such fields as history,
literature, natural science, economics, sociology,
government,
(2) Ability to identify major current social,
economic, and political problems or issues,
(3) Ability to draw upon and use major fields of
knowledge in solution of current problems.
^Ibid, ^ PP* 23-2i|..
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(Ij.) Ability to relate various fields of knowledge
to a problem area.
(5) Ability to locate materials, persons, place,
and other resources useful in helping solve current
problems
.
(6) Ability to organize resources in effective
form for later use.l
One of the distinguishing characteristics of the core pro-
gram is its use of group problem-solving techniques. In this
regard a teacher should seek to develop the following understand-
ings of democratic group processes:
(1) He must be able to help the class achieve the
level of rapport and mutual respect needed for effective
group planning.
(2) He must be able to give the class some orien-
tation to the planning process, and a reasonable degree
of security in using it.
(3) i^e must be able to help the class to formulate
and adopt clearly stated goals for its work, for any
given unit and for longer range objectives.
(ij.) lie must be able to help the class conduct a
problem census, explore the possible problem areas, and
achieve consensus in the selection of areas for study.
(5) He must be able to help groups organize for
effective work, to choose leaders, develop a plan of
work, define a problem, set up hypotheses to be tested,
secure resources, keep records, formulate conclusions,
evaluate results.
(6) He must be able to help the class to evaluate
its growth in relation to the various skills, concepts,
understandings and knowledge which may be established
as its goals.
(7) He must be able to help the class to learn and
use techniques of self- and group control.
2
^Ibid.
, p. 26.
%bid.
, p. 28.
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Helping students solve their personal and social problems,
both as a group and individually, is an integral part of the
core class experience. Hence, the effective core teacher must
have certain skills in counseling and guidance, including:
(1) Ability to listen, "to draw out" the pupil,
to help hirr. formulate his ovm. conclusions and make his
own decisions.
(2) Ability to make suggestions without either
dominating the interview or putting words in the pu-
pil »s mouth,
(3) Ability to v/ait patiently for results.
(I4.) Ability to accept all youth warmly, without
condoning their every act,
(5) Ability to structure opportunities in a
classroom in such ways as to build up and strengthen
personality,
(6) Ability to interpret data from tests and
other sources that help in understanding students.
(7) Ability to identify and to help restructure
group relationships.
(8) Ability to help students locate information
about school, college, and jobs.
(9) Ability to help members of a group assume
responsibility for their oVvTi (disciplinary) control.-^
The task of organizing and utilizing learning materials is
of prime importance in the core class where a variety of materi*
als serve as resources in problem solving. The fact that such
materials generally are not organized in a form readily usable
for core classes, further suggests competencies needed by an
effective core teacher, including:
(1) Broad knowledge of several subject fields that
have a bearing on contemporary problems.
llbid., p. 31.
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(2) Knowledge of the community and its personal—
and place—resources •
(3) Knowledge of sources of free and Inexpensive
materials
•
(ij.) Ability to select and organize matarlals around
broad problems of current concern.
(5) Ability to identify, without salesmanship or
compulsion, the actual problems or concerns of adoles-
cents,
(6) Ability to gauge student interest, reading
power, and developmental levels in selection of materi-
als*
(7) Ability to devise varied possible opportunities
for experiences that will enable students to utilize
resources.
(8) Ability tc work cooperatively v/ith administra-
tors, librarians, fellow teachers, and local citizens in
developing resource materials ,1
In an effort to prepare competent core teachers, some col-
leges and universities have developed programs specifically de-
signed for the preparation of core teachers. In 1950, only
three or four such programs could be found in colleges and uni-
versities in the United States. By 1955* the number of pro-
gramis for core teaching had risen to eight. -^ Faunce and Bossing
cite certain common trends appearing in the more recent college
programs designed for teacher education of core:
(1) The programs generally emphasize the objective
of broad preparation in a number of subject fields, as
opposed to intensive specialization in one field.
^Ibid. , p. 32.
^Faunce and Bossing, op . cit.
, p. 25l
•^Loc. cit.
^1
(2) They tend to emphasize skills in guidance and
in group problem solving.
(3) They seek to reveal to the prospective core
teacher the relationship of the various subject fields
as they are used in solution of current problems,
ihr) They usually provide early and systematic
practice teaching experiences in core classes in sec-
ondary schools .1
For the purpose of this study, three institutions were se-
lected for an analysis of their specific programs designed for
core teacher preparation. The three schools selected include:
College of Education, University of Minnesota; Department of
Education, Ohio State University; and Teacher College, Columbia
University.
As reported by Bossing in the 1955 A.S.C.D, monograph, the
College of Education of the University of Minnesota appointed a
committee in 19^6 to explore and recommend a plan for the prepa-
ration of teachers for core curriculum programs. The committee
presented six major qualifications for the prospective core
teacher, including:
(1) Superior intellectual ability,
(2) Superior social and personality qualifications,
(3) Genuine interest in children and youth.
{l\.) Broad background of understanding of our cul-
ture in a world setting,
(5) Understanding of the genetic nature of the
^ biological, psychological, and social development of the
children and youth.
Faunce and Bossing, op. cit.
. p. 252.
^A.S.C.D., op. cit.
. pp. S2.'^$\\m
1^2
(6) Understanding of and skill in the democratic
process #1
The College of Education assumed the first three above
qualifications should be present in marked degree at the time of
admittance to the core curriculum program. In this regard, each
prospective core teacher had to undergo testing, interviev/s, and
checking before being admitted.
From the resources available within the university-v/ide
curriculum, the College of iiducation developed a core major made
up of carefully selected specified courses. With regard to pro-
viding the prospective core teacher extended experiences in the
principal areas of the culture, certain minimum requirements
v/ere set in the follov/ing broad fields: communications, humani-
ties, social sciences, family life, music, art, psychology,
physical education, and public health. Courses required in
these fields comprised more than half the credits necessary for
graduation. In addition, each core teacher was required to pre-
pare in a minor in one traditional subject field.
A total of 186 hours is required by the College of Educa-
tion for graduation in the core preparation program. Of these
166 hours, 35 hours represent professional courses taken in the
College of Education. In addition to regular education courses,
a seminar designed specifically for the prospective core teach-
ers is conducted once a v/eek. A special course in teaching
methods for core is provided and students do their practice
'•Ibid. , p. 52.
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teaching in core classes in the public schools of the Twin
Cities or in the University High School, Bossing surveys this
plan of teacher education at the University of Minnesota as:
•••an obvious compromise with the realities of
existing conditions both as regards the resources of
background education found in the university and with
respect to the practical needs of those who v/ill teach
in schools where old and new educational processes are
simultaneously in vogue.
^
The Ohio State University Department of Education has de-
veloped a program for preparing core teachers on the graduate
plevel. Leading to either the Master of Art or the Master of
Education degree, the program provides for basic work in the
major areas of knowledge used in the core programs and provi-
sions are made for acquiring professional competencies essential
in the core field* There are three types of courses included in
the Ohio State University program: (1) required subject matter
courses; (2) required professional courses; and (3) elective
professional courses.
In regard to the subject matter courses required, each stu-
dent must select fifteen quarter hours from pertinent subject
fields, such as language arts, social studies, mathematics, the
sciences, etc* This requirement is an attempt to strengthen and
broaden the prospective core teacher's preparation in one or
more of the major fields of knowledge commonly used in core.
Eighteen to twenty-one quarter hours are devoted to re-
quired professional courses in the program for preparing core
"'Ibid,, p. 5^.-«
2lbid., pp. 57-59
•
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teachers at Ohio State University. The professional courses re-
quired are designed to help the prospective core teacher acquire
and develop the basic professional competencies needed in core
teaching.
The third type of courses included in the program for prep-
aration of core teachers at Ohio State University is the elec-
tive professional courses. These courses comprise 15 to 20
quarter hours and are selected from a wide range of courses in
such fields as: audio-visual education, art education, music
education, vocational education, philosophy of education, social
education, library, psychology, guidance, history of education,
and methods of teaching courses in the various fields,
Columbia University's Teachers College pre-service prepara-
tion of core teachers is similar to that of Ohio State Univer-
sity in that it also leads to a master's degree. Requirements
for admittance to Columbia University's program include:
(1) meeting the general admissions requirements
to Teachers College
(2) holding a bachelor's degree
(3) having an undergraduate major in English,
social science, or science
(I4.) having an undergraduate minor in English,
social science, or science^
Preference for admission to the program for preparation of
core teachers is given to those students wtio possess one or more
of the following qualifications:
•Ibid., p. 65.
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(1) A broad undergraduate program of general edu-
cation, including the social studies, the arts, the
humanities, and the natural sciences,
(2) Nonschocl experiences v/hich indicate an inter-
est in art, music, literature ^ home and family living,
health, or social and civic activities.
(3) Experience as leader in such activities as
scouting, caiaping, or adolescent olr.b work.
(ij.) Varied work experience and travel in this
country and abroad.-^
The program of instruction consists of four phases, includ-
ing: (1) curriculum and teaching; (2) foundations of education;
(3) guidance, and (Ij.) olcctives.
There are two major courses in curriculum and teaching
which serve as the integrating and coordinating center of the
program. The first is a seminar in core teaching and the second
provides student teaching in core classes. The seminar has the
following main objecti^'•es:
(1) To aid the prospective core teacher in build-
ing up his own general education and utilizing it as
fully as possible in helping youth meet their common
needs and solve their common problems.
(2) To familiarize prospective teachers with the
literature in the field of general education and to
help them utilize this in their own work.
(3) To guide prospective teachers in evaluating
existing core courses and in understanding the
strengths and v/eaknesses of the various types of core
courses.
(Ij.) To guide the prospective teacher in understand-
ing how people learn and utilizing this understanding
in guiding, directing, and evaluating experiences of
youth. This includes the identification of problems,
needs, interests, and concerns, and the development of
appropriate teaching plans.
A .S .C .D
.
, loc. cit.
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(5) To help prospective teachers to foster sound
mental health in their core teaching.
(6) To aid prospective teachers in dealing effec-
tively in core courses with controversial issues v/hich
students encounter in school, home, and corrtir.unity,
(7) To aid prospective teachers in utilizing the
resources of the community in dealing with individual
and group problems and in fostering occupational orien-
tation,
(8) To help the prospective teacher to utilize
audio-visual and printed materials.
(9) To aid the prospective teacher in utilizing
and directing various types of student extraclass ac-
tivities and relating these to the core course.
(10) To aid prospective teachers in utilizing the
learnings from other courses in the professional se-
quence •
(11) To aid prospective teachers in dealing effec-
tively with the problems encountered in their student
teaching.
(12) To aid the prospective teachers in function-
ing effectively as members of a staff in curriculum
improvement activities, contacts with parents, and in
general public relations .•'-
The second course in the area of curriculum and teaching is
closely related to the seminar and serves as a laboratory or ex-
perience center for it. Students in this course devote one-half
of each school day during two semesters to daily participation
and teaching in a two- or three-hour core course in New York
City or the surrounding area. In addition students are expected
to devote time to v/orking with individual students, planning and
preparing for the use of materials and community resources, par-
ticipating in extraclass activities, contacting parents, public
•"
•Ibid.
, p. 66.
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relations activities, conferences with the supervising teacher,
participating in faculty committees and other experiences in the
school and conrnaunity which contribute to a balanced program of
core teaching preparation.
The second phase of the program of instruction at Columbia
University for preparation of core teachers is devoted to the
foundations of education. Two courses are required in this
area. The first deals v;ith the fundamental, purposes of educa-
tion in a democracy. The second required course, "Psychology of
Adolescence," attempts to help the prospective core teacher:
(1) understand the processes of adolescent grovrth and matura-
tion; (2) identify the interests of the adolescent; and (3) help
him with techniques for studying student groups Y-?ith which he
will be working.
In the guidance phase of the program of instruction, two
courses are included: (1) "Survey, Principles, and Procedures
of Guidance," and "Introduction to Group Development and Guid-
ance," The first course is designed to help the core teacher
use guidance and counseling techniques in relating core course
activities to the total growth and development of students. The
second course attempts to help the core teacher develop skills
in group v/ork.
The elective phase of the program of instruction for core
teaching at Columbia University constitutes an effort to help
the core teacher broaden his own program of general education.
Programs for the pre-service preparation of core teachers
such as the three in operation at the University of Minnesota,
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Ohio State University and Columbia Jniversity^ seemingly are
making an attempt to develop ttie understandings, competencies,
and abilities essential for the effective core teacher.
However, there is a need for in-service education as evi-
denced by the fact that most core classes have been and will
continue to be staffed largely with subject-matter teachers.
Hence, a significant aspect of the preparation of core teachers
is the in-service education program.
Various activities which may be included in an in-service
program for core teachers are: course work, weekly conferences,
curriculum committees, workshops, audio-visual materials, visi-
tations to other schools, institutes at regular intervals in the
school year, observations in classrooms v/ith experienced teachers,
self-evaluation, and attendance at professional meetings relating
to the core programs.
The 1953 A.S.C.D, monograph suggests eight principles which
may be incorporated in achieving an adequate program of in-
service education for core teachers. Those principles cited in-
clude:
(1) An in-service education program for core
teacliers should at some time involve all teachers in
the school—not just core teachers.
(2) An in-service education program for core
teachers should be directed toward further development
of the competonoies needed at the pre-aervice level.
(3) An in-service education for core teachers
should provide for a schedule permitting meetings on
school time—e.g. for grade level department meetings,
conferences, v/orkshops, and institutes.
^Faunce and Bossing, op . cit. , p. 252.
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(Ij.) An in-service education program for core
teachers should provide for the participation of lay
people,
(5) An in-service program for the education of
core teachers should be centered upon problems identi-
fied by the group concerned,
(6) An in-service program for core teachers should
be focused upon the needs, problems, and interests of
adolescents in this society,
(7) An in-service education program for core
teachers should give consideration to the contribution
of special services in an adequate core program,!
With regard to the first principle to be used in developing
an adequate program of in-service education, it seems clear that
there are fundamental aspects of the core program Virhich should
be apparent to all teachers in a school system. For example,
defining the function of the core program and the function of
the special interest areas and the relationship of these pro-
grams to each other necessitates the cooperative effort of all
teachers concerned.
In relation to the second principle, it should be noted
that public schools and teacher education institutions may work
together in offering and receiving constructive criticism of ex-
isting programs and utilize cooperative planning in discovering
methods for overcoming these inadequacies.
The third principle, concerned Nlth time allotments for
meetings, relates to a significant aspect of the in-service pro-
gram for core teacher education, Each acbivity included in such
a program requires some amount of time, whether it requires ten
^A.S.C.D., op. cit,
. pp. 91-95.
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minutes or two v/eeks. Seemingly, better results may be achieved
if a conscious effort is made to schedule in-service meetings on
school time. This may be accomplished by scheduling classes so
that all core teachers in a particular department have the same
period free. Another suggestion would be that of core teachers
arranging lunch hours at the same time so that they v;ould have
the opportunity to meet together for discussions relating to
core activities.
The participation of lay people in the development of a
core program may be helpful because laymen can: (1) suggest re-
sources and/or serve as resource people; {?.) help to identify
adolescent needs; (3) evaluate the core program through various
cooperatively defined techniques; and (ij.) interpret change to
the public at large.
The fifth principle in developing an adequate program of
in-service education for cere teachers recognizes that such a
prograra must be set v.p in terms of the teachers » own problems.
Techniques which mr.y be used to get teachers to identify their
problems include: newsletters, questionnaires, conferences,
suggestion boxes, and the use of a core coordinator within the
school.
Since an adequate core program is based upon the common
needs, problems, and interests of adolescents in this society,
it should follov; that an effective in-service program for core
teachers should be focused upon finding techniques for identify-
ing and meeting these needs. For example, a group of core
teachers might prepare a needs study, that is, define a problem
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area and find a solution for this problem in terms of the comrnon
needs of youth.
The contributions of special service areas such as health
services, guidance and cafeteria services, custodial and mainte-
nance departments, libraries and mental health clinics can be
valuable in an in-service program for core teachers. The
assistance provided by these services might include: librarians
helping core teachers develop guides on how core classes might
best use library services; county mental health agencies offer-
ing assistance in shov/ing core teachers how to identify pupils
with serious maladjustments; health education specialists coop-
erating with teachers in developing resource units emphasizing
health information; and utilizing custodial and maintenance
services in such iinits as "Living Together in Our School."
The aforementioned seven principles of providing an adequate
program for the in-service education of core teachers may aid in
the self-improvement of the teachers participating in the pro-
gram. Support of this statement is given by Bossinc and Faunce
who have cited the following benefits accruing from one study of
core teachers involved in in-service programs:
(1) Teachers became more active as participants
and leaders in local and state committees, conferences,
and workshops.
(2) Teachers wrote more for publication.
(3) Class groups became easier to work with; stu-
dents were increasingly cooperative; the longer you
worked in core the more fun it was.
{l\.) Teachers became more interested, more sympa-
thetic, and more understanding of grov/th problems.
Sz
(5) Teachers became more skillful in planning and
discussing with other teachers.
(6) Teachers had more creative experiences in com-
mon; they became more alert to world and local events
and more aware of new materials and methods.
(7) Teachers became more active in research activ-
ities.
(8) Teachers became more interested in graduate
study,
(9) Teachers observed needs of children more skill-
fully.
(10) Teachers became more capable at teaching dis-
cussion skills.
(11) Subject matter became more meaningful to
teachers.^
These eleven items present a well-rounded picture of the
effective core teacher which can be achieved by pre-service edu-
cation combined v/ith an adequate in-service education program
designed to develop competencies needed in effective core teach-
ing.
EVALUATION OP THE CORE PROGRAM
A review of the literature pertaining to the evaluation of
core programs revealed few evaluative studies attempted which
v/ere concerned with the effectiveness of such programs in the
junior high school. According to Wright, more evaluative stu-
dies involving the type of program that uses the problem-solving
2
approach in genuine problem situations should be made.
^Faunae and Bossing, op. cit. , pp. 259~26o.
^Grace S. Wright, "Ten Years of Research on the Core Pro-
gram," School Review, December 195^, 6J4.:399.
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Because the question of the effectiveness of the core pro-
gram In meeting its objectives merits prime consideration, the
ensuing discussion is based on recommendations by the Associa-
tion for Supervision and Curriculum Development concerning what
criteria should comprise an evaluative study of core programs as
ViTell as the findings of tv/o selected studies of particular core
programs.
The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development
has made an attempt to assist persons interested in evaluating
in several areas of behavior competence held significant as
goals for general education. The purpose of the A,S,C,D,»s
study is to help determine the extent to which core programs are
achieving four of the major goals implicit in general education:
(1) Developing skills and attitudes involved in
critical thinking.
(2) Helping students develop consistent value
systems.
(3) Establishing skills and understandings for
social living.
{I4.) Fostering the fullest development of students'
personalities *
The Commission members hope to find what teaching-learning
processes, resources, and organizing elements in the curriculum
contribute most to achieving goals under study. V/hile focusing
its attention on the four areas mentioned, the A.S.C.D, recog-
nizes that core programs should be evaluated continually along
-'•Victor L. Lawhead, "Guidelines for Evaluating Core Pro-
grams," Educational Leadership , December i960, l8:l87«
*^Loc • c i t •
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the traditional lines, i.e., on their effectiveness in helping
adolescents achieve acadenic competence. In this respect, re-
views of recent research involving comparative studies of core
and departmentalized programs of general education indicate
rather clearly that the more exoeriraental programs are quite
satisfactory.
In discussing pertinent research, Alberty concluded that
"fev/ slf;nific8nt differences in student achievement as measured
by objective tests have been found betwreen students in core pro-
2grams and those in other types of curricular organization."
Since most studies suggest that the comparative advantages
of a core program over more departmentalized approaches are seen
primarily in the realization of the behavioral goals of general
education, the Commission is trying to establish guide lines for
evaluating core programs in those respects .-^
Joseph Jurjevich made a study of teaching methods employed
in and learning experiences and outcomes of a three-year junior
high school core program stressing guidance and the use of prob-
lem-solving techniques.^ In this particular core program prime
consideration was given to the problems of youth in an effort to
develop literate, mature, well-adjusted students, with subject
^Ibid., p. 189.
^Alberty, op. cit. , iiincyclopedia of Educational Research ^
p. 339.
-^Lawhead, op . cit. , p. l89«
^Joseph C, Jurjevich, "Methods and Results in a Junior High
Core Class," Educational Leadership , Hay 1957, lIi-:k83-i^-87.
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matter and acquisition of factual knowledge being considered as
means of achieving proficiency in the basic and social skills.
Vi/ith the specific purpose of aiding the stuaent v/ith his
problems, establishing rapport in the classroom, and contribut-
ing to the creation of a permissive atmosphere necessary for
effective nupil-teacher planning and problem-solving situations,
the following methods were employed in the program under consid-
eration:
(1) Panels were used to discuss and give opinions
on personal problems of individuals who cared to dis-
close them,
(2) Bibliotherapy or oral book reports dealing
with troubles of young people served as a basis for
discussions of such troubles,
(3) Personality charts were developed including
traits which members of the study group felt necessary
in a mature, well-adjusted, and ?;ell-liked junior high
school student. Students used these charts to rate
themselves
,
([|-) Sociodrama was used extensively to give stu-
dents practice in meeting people in all t^^es of social
settings, as well as introducing themselves and others
in a variety of situations.
^
In essence the classroom procedure in the core program se-
lected by Jurjevich for study was an attempt to work in the
areas of students* needs, interests, and problems in a context
of social realities and to be consistent in the use of demo-
cratic methods. While the scope and sequence of study were es-
tablished by staff planning, within the broad problem areas of
study comprising the scope and sequence, units of v/orks v/ere the
•^Ibid.
. p. i|8i|..
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results of pupil-teacher planning. Units undertaken by this
cooperative planning involved group methods and problem-solving
techniques wherever possible.
Jurjevich's evaluation of the learning outcomes of the
group under study was made through a comparison of the mean
grade level achievement on standardized tests and the achieve-
ment was then compared with that of other homerooms of the same
grade level in all of the city schools. It might be of interest
to note that the study group was not a select one, rather it was
heterogeneous in ability and the mean IQ was slightly below the
test norm.
Comparisons were also made of the study group's achievement
concerning academic and citizenship honor rolls, attendance,
tardiness, failures, drop-outs, honors received, and participa-
tion in sports and other co-curricular activities.
An evaluation was made for each year the study group was in
junior high school. This evaluation involved eleven other
classes of each grade level in the city. In addition, a follow-
up study v/as made for two and a I-ialf years of the senior high
school experiences of 25 students who were in the ninth grade
core class under study. In this follow-up study, achievements
were compared to those of the entire sophomore, junior, and sen-
ior classes and, in some cases, they were compared with those of
the entire senior high school population.
From comparisons in the junior high school, it was con-
cluded by Jurjevich that the study group's academic and social
achievement was as good as, and in som.e instances better than.
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the mean achievement of all classes in their particular grade
level of the school and city.
The follow-up study in senior high school evidenced that
the study group's junior high school experience was as good as,
or slipihtly better than, that which the average class in the
city had had.
As a result of testing in the junior year of senior high
school, it was shown that the mean I#Q,, of the group under study
was more than six points below the test norm. However, their
mean achievement in academic areas v/as slightly above that of
the entire junior class, v;ith regard to achievement in social
and school citizenship activities, the study group was usually
up to or slightly above the average of all students in their
class and school.
Prom his study, Jurjevich concluded:
The findings of the study seem to support the
contention that the junior high school can be used for
a period of experimentation and exploration stressing
guidance and problem-solvinR' techniques, and attempt-
ing to meet the needs, interests, and problems of
youth, it is apparent that the study £^roup suffered
no ill effects in either their academic or social
achievement in senior high school as a result of its
junior high school experience, J-
Ned A, Flanders conducted a study comparing the effective-
ness of English and social studies as opposed to a core program
pin developing basic skills. Research for the study was carried
^Ibid., p, 1j.87.
%ed A, Flanders, "English and Social Studies—or Core?
Which for Better Basic Skills? " School Review , Autumn 19!^8^
66:351-360,
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on in a three-year junior high school v/ith an enrollment of 130O
students
•
Students in the school studied were allowed to choose their
program at the beginning of each year and were free to change
from one program to another at tlriat time. Thus, a student could
enroll for a two-hour core class or for separate one-hour
classes in linglish and social studies* During the three years
in junior high school a student might have pursued any one of
the following sequences:
(1) three years of one-hour classes in English and
in social studies
(2) three 7/ears of core classes
(3) two years of core followed by one year of one-
hour classes in English and in social studies
([|.) one year of core follov/ed by tv/o years of one-
hour classes in English and social studies
Each student in the study followed one of the above sequences.
Flanders sought to answer tv/o questions in this study,
namely:
(1) How did students in core classes score in
basic communication?
(2) Did core students rate as high as students in
conventional classes?^
In an attempt to answer these queries, the achievement
scores of students in the four groups were compared. Achieve-
ment scores in basic language skills were available because the
regular testing program included administering the Iowa Every-
Punil Tests of Pasic Slriiis at entrance to the seventh grade and
^Ibid, , p. 351|,
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again at the end of each school year. Tests in the Iowa battery
yield scores on the following: reading comprehension and vocab-
ulary; on map reading and use of graphs, references, indexes,
and the dictionary; on punctuation, capitalization, English us-
age, and spelling. In addition, the test gives a composite
score on total language skills. The regular school testing pro-
gram also made available data on the students' mental ability as
measured by the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Abilities Tost.
In his study, Flanders made two separate analyses. The
first covered three school years and compared the achievement of
all four groups. The second analysis covered only the first two
years and compared achievement in core groups with achievement
in the non-core group.
In the three-year analysis, Flanders found the four groups
showed no significant differences in use of references and
graphs, English usage, and spelling on the scores of the Iowa
tests, A multiple-range test based on the predicted and observed
means for ninth grade revealed significant differences that
favored the group with three years in the conventional program
over the group with three years of core on all the rem_alning
eight scores of the Iowa test scores. Comparing the scores of
the straight core group with the scores of each of the groups
that had followed a mixed core and non-core sequence, Flanders
found significant differences favoring mixed groups in achieve-
ment in reading comprehension, vocabulary, use of index.
^Ibld.^ pp, 35i4--355.
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punctuation, capitalization, and total language skills. No sig-
nificant differences were found in favor of the straight core
sequence.
The second analysis, limited to a two-year period and in-
cluding only the data on those students who had completed two
years in either the conventional program or the core program at
the end of the eighth grade, contradicted the findings of the
three-year analysis.
In the two-year analysis, comparisons showed no significant
differences in achievement in reading comprehension betv/een core
and non-core groups. Moreover, within the core group, in three
out of four comparisons, students of below-average ability
achieved more than did students of above-average ability. Girls
of below-average ability achieved significantly more than girls
of above-average ability in reading comprehension and in total
language skills. Boys of below-average ability achieved signif-
icantly more in reading comprehension than did boys of above-
2
average ability.
Flanders felt the findings of the two-year study to be more
acceptable on the basis of separate calculations of regression
equations for students with intelligence quotients of IIIl or
higher and for students with intelligence quotients of 10? or
lower in order to achieve greater control of differential rates
of achievement.
libid., p. 356, .
^ibid., p. 358,
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In conclusion, Flanders stated:
.,, students in core courses and students in con-
ventional courses do not differ significantly in
achievement in basic skills •••The results of this study
together v/ith findings of other studies reviewed here
indicate that in several independent situations
achievement in core classrooms equaled or exceeded
achievement in more conventional classrooms.!
Evaluation of the core program is at best a difficult task,
nor can the results of one evaluative study be projected to
cover all core programs in existence. From the two studies pre-
sented here, it may be concluded that the core programs in these
two cases have proved satisfactory in the respective Junior high
schools* However, it seems justifiable to conclude that each
core program must be evaluated in terras of its own objectives.
Hence, an overall evaluation of the core program has not been
attempted.
SUMMARY
From an analysis of selected articles dealing with the core
program in the junior high school. It is evident that the core,
composed of type-problem-learning experiences to v/hich all pu-
pils should be exposed, is a method for achieving general educa-
tion.
In an attempt to provide a sound program of general educa-
tion to meet the needs of students at the junior high school
level, the core program is the final step in a series of steps
including: "required-subjects", correlation in teaching, fusion.
^Ibidj_, p. 359.
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and "broad-fields" centered around learning experiences in terms
of life problems and needs of students.
From nation-wide studies made by the Office of Education
and studies made within Alabama and ?.1innesota, it is evident
that there is a definite trend toward increased use of block-
time programs and that this increase in use is most marked at
the junior high school level, V;hereas only 9*7 percent of all
junior and junior-senior high schools reported block-time classes
in the 19^9 study of the Office of xJducation, nine years later
the percent had increased to 19»3» Moreover, 31»^ percent of
separately organized junior high schools reported core programs
in 1958» compared to 1^,8 percent in 19^r9« ^^ addition to show-
ing an increasing grov/th of block-time courses, the 1958 study
further evidenced a marked shift away from the subject-centered
curriculum in the direction of the problem-centered curriculum
based upon the personal and social needs of students at the jun-
ior high school level.
Core practices in four schools selected for review revealed
a variety of approaches to implementing such programs throughout
the United States.
With regard to education for core teaching, a review of the
literature evidenced that ttie effective core teacher must de-
velop competencies in providing leadership in the use of demo-
cratic processes, counseling and guidance, organizing and
utilizing learning materials, and understanding the adolescent
and helping meet his needs. In this regard, a number of colleges
and universities have developed programs specifically designed
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for the preparation of core teachers. Moreover, in-service edu-
cation programs have become significant in the preparation of
core teachers as evidenced by the fact that most core classes
have been and will continue to be staffed largely with subject-
matter teachers.
An overall evaluation of the core program v/as not attempted
in this study because each core program must be evaluated in
terms of its ov;n objectives. In this regard, a need for more
evaluative studies is evidenced. From two studies reviewed, it
could be concluded that core programs in the respective studies
have proved satisfactory in the tv;o junior high schools.
6i^
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The purpose of this report v/as to analyze selected articles
dealing with the core program in the junior high school with re-
gard to the following areas: (1) development and general charac-
teristics; (2) status and trends; (3) core practices; (I4.) educa-
tion for core teaching; and (5) evaluation of the core program.
Procedures used in this study included identifying the
pertinent literature contained in the Kansas State University
library by employing a bibliography, concerned with core pro-
grams, published by the U, S, Office of Education. With fev/ ex-
ceptions, the available articles selected for analj^sis v/ere
recent publications dating between the years 1956 to I960.
From an analysis of pertinent literature, it is evident
that the core, composed of type-problem-learning experiences to
which all pupils should be exposed, is a method for achieving
general education.
In an attempt to provide a sound program for general educa-
tion to meet the needs of students at the junior high school
level, the core program is the final step in a series of steps
including: "required-subjects", correlation in teaching, fusion,
and "broad-field" centered around learning experiences in terms
of life problems and needs of students.
Prom nation-wide studies made by the Office of Education
and studies made within Alabama and Minnesota, it is evident
that there is a definite trend toward increased use of block-
time programs and that this increase in use is most marked at
the junior high school level. Whereas only 9*7 percent of all
junior and junior-senior high schools reported block-time
classes in the 19^9 study of the Office of Education, nine years
later the percent had increased to 19 ^S* Moreover, 31 .k percent
of separately organized junior high schools reported core pro-
grams in 1958, compared to l5«8 percent in 19^9* ^^ addition to
showing an increasing growth of block-time courses, the 1958
study further evidenced a marked shift av;ay from the subject-
centered curriculum in the direction of the problem-centered
curriculum based upon the personal and social needs of students
at the junior high school.
Core practices in four schools selected for review revealed
a variety of approaches to implementing such programs throughout
the United States,
With regard to education for core teaching, a reviev/ of the
literature evidenced that the effective core teacher must de-
velop competencies in providing leadership in the use of demo-
cratic processes, counseling and guidance, organizing and utiliz-
ing learning materials, and understanding the adolescent and
helping meet his needs. In this regard, a number of colleges
and universities have developed programs specifically designed
for the preparation of core teachers. Moreover, in-service
education programs have become significant in the preparation of
core teachers as evidenced by the fact that most core classes
have been and will continue to be staffed largely with subject-
matter teachers.
An overall evaluation of the core program was not attempted
in this study because each core program must be evaluated in
terms of its ovm objectives. In this regard, a need for more
evaluative studies is evidenced. From two evaluative studies
reviewed, it could be concluded that core programs in the re-
spective studies have proved satisfactory in the two junior high
schools*
